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" If this is the way of it," said Serlo, " our prompter himself
must issue from his den, and mount the stage, and become a per-
sonage like one of us."
" In his own station," answered Wilhelm, " I have frequently
admired him."
"I do not think," said Serlo, "that there is in the world a
more perfect artist of his kind. No spectator ever hears him.;
we upon the stage catch every syllable. He has formed in him-
self, as it were, a peculiar set of vocal organs for this purpose; he
is like a Genius that whispers intelligibly to us in the hour of
need. He feels as if by instinct what portion of his task an actor
is completely master of; and anticipates from afar where his
memory will fail him. I have known cases, in which I myself
had scarcely read my part; he said it over to me word for word,
and I played happily. Yet he has some peculiarities, which
would make another in his place quite useless. For example, he
takes such an interest in the pieces, that in giving any moving
passage, he does not indeed declaim it, but he reads it with all
pomp and pathos. By this ill habit he has nonplussed me on
more than one occasion."
"As with another of his singularities," observed Aurelia, "he
once left me sticking fast in a very dangerous passage." <
"How could this happen, with the man's attentiveness?"
said Wilhelm.
" He is so affected," said Aurelia, " by certain passages, that
he weeps warm tears, and for a few moments loses all reflection ;
and it is not properly passages such as we should call affecting
that produce this impression on him; but, if I express myself
clearly, the beautiful passages, those out of which the pure spirit
of the poet looks forth, as it were, through open sparkling eyes;
passages which others at most rejoice over, and which many thou-
sands altogether overlook."
"And with a soul so tender, why does he never venture on
the stage ?"
"A hoarse voice," said Serlo, "and a stiff carriage exclude
him from it; as his melancholic temper excludes him from society.
What trouble have I taken, and in vain, to make myself familiar
with him ! But he is a charming reader; such another I have
never heard; no one can observe like him the narrow limit be-
tween declamation and graceful recital."
" The very man!" exclaimed our friend, "the very man! Whal*

